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Material bucklings have been determined as functions of 2J5U enrichment in U0 2 (0. 1.2.
and 1.5 wt% "3U). PuO2 enrichment In PuO2-UO2 (0.54 and 0.87 wt% PuO2). fissile content of
plutonium (91 and 7.5% Pu-fissile) lattice pitch (Vmo./1Vget: 7.4 and 9.9). andicoolant roid
fraction. The reference loading of 1.2 wt% 23511-enrlched U02 clusters was progressively'replaced
by the test clusters.

Buckling differences resulting from the substitutions were analyzed by the new second-
order (iterative) perturbation method. on the assumption t7at neutron diffusion is isotropic
and that no difference in diffusion coefficieAts exists between the two lattices. This analysis
takes Into account the effect of distortion In radial neutron flux distribution In the substituted
core without any Iterative correction procedure thatris usually adopted in the first-order per--
turbation method. Also. It is not Inecessary in the case of the present analysis to Introduce any
usual Intermediate region for taking Into account the effect of spectrum mismatch between the
two lattices.

The material buckling differences between the test and reference lattices, which are In the
range of-10.2 to 9.1 mn2 were determined within 3% of uncertainty.

1. INTRODUCTION Large amounts of fissile material are needed
* to make a full-scale, critical experiment with

Good neutron economy permits a reactor to. one-region core on all of the various clusters,
-make more versatile use of nuclear-fuel. _Since which differ from each other in fuel composition.
a heavy-water lattice usually has good neutron This gives great incentive to apply the progres-
economy resulting from small neutron absorption. sive substitution method that has been widely
in the heavy-water moderator, it is expected that utilized' 5 and has the advantage of requiring only
a heavy-water reactor (HWR) can be operated on. small amounts of fissile material.
either slightly enriched uranium. oxide fuel or - -For present. purposes, consequently, the pro-
plutonium-uranium mixed. oxide fuel without ex- gressive substitution measurements have been
tensive alterations to lattice specifications.' Now, -

much interest centers on how -far material bWck- 'W. E. (;RAVES, "Analysis of Ihc Substitution Techniquc
ling of a heavy-water l edepends -on fuel or the Detcrmination of D20 Lattice Ducklings," DP-832;lig, fahev-wtrlattice ; eed--o ul Savannah River Laboratory (1963). -

composition. The aim. of the present experiment. - 4H. R. LUTZ. T. AUERBACH, W. ,HEFR and R. W. MEIER,
is to determine this dependence of heavy-water "Exponcntial and Critical Experiments,". 2, 85, International
lattices with a 28-fuel-rod cluster, which is 'Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (964):
used in the FUGEN boiling light-water-cooled, . D. C. KING and M. GIBSON. "An Analysis of Some Two-

HWR (Ref. 2). Zone Exponential Experiments on Graphite Moderated Lat-prsur*ue-yetices," AEEW-R428, U.K. Atomic Energy Authority, Winfrith
(1965).

'H. KATO and Y.- MIYAWAKI, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc.. 23, 6G. BLAESSER, "Exponzntial and Critical Experiments,"
513 (1976): S. 443, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (1964).

2S. SHIMA and S. SAWAI, 'The FUGEN Project," Can. "D. S. CRAIG, R. E: GREEN, and A. OKAZAKI, Trans.
NudL Assoc. Ann. Conf, p. 2 0 4 (1973). Am. Nucl. Soc., 9, 126 (1966).
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performed on those, lattices fueled with natural
uranium, 1.5 wt% enriched uranium, or plutonium-
uranium mixed oxide,' by using the lattices fueled
with 1.2 wt% enriched uranium oxide as reference-
The PuO2 enrichments in the mixed oxides are
0.54 and 0.87 wt%. The fissile contents of pluto-
nium are -91 and -75%.

Evaluation of material bucklings' from substitu-
tion measurements usually requires a complicated
procedure because the measurements merely give
those changes in critical 'condition that result
from partial substitutions of the'one-region refer-
ence loading with test lattices to be investigated.
Experimenters have developed several methods of
evaluation, which are classified Into two main

oups.
The fundamental idea of the first group` is to

normalize some calculational parameters of both
reference and test lattices on the basis of experi-
ment by the one-region loading of the reference
lattice and then estimate desired quantities of theL t~tit~T~fr~ expriments by two- region
loadingt the relerence ana teslattfces. Evalua-
taoi§-bas-inthlis idea are made using few-group
diffusion theory combined with homogenization
of regions'3 '8  or heterogeneous (source-sink)
methods. 6 ' These methods, however, rely con-
siderably on calculation, and the evaluation of
material bucklings is somewhat sensitive to the
choice of the calculational parameters used,'
leaving some systematic uncertainties in the ana-
lyzed results.

Persson et al.,"' proposed the second method
which requires no knowledge of lattice parameters
that cannot be determined experimentally. Since
this method is based on the first-order perturba-
tion theory, some modifications are adopted to use
it in the case of large perturbations.'3 First, the
spectrum transient effect due to' spectral mis-
match between, the test'and reference lattices is
resolved by introducing an intermediate region.

'R. E. GREEN, R. E. KAY. A. OKAZAKI, G. CASINI,
H. J. METZDORF, and M. PAILLON, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc.. 9,
123 (1966).

"R. IPERSSON. E. IILONlSJO: E. ANDERSEN. 0. ASPE-
LUND. and J. DODERLIEIN. IPe: 2nd hit. Crntn. Pearcnil Uses
'At. Energy, (eneva. 1958, 12. 364. United Nations, Ncw York
(1958).

'OR. PERSSON. C-E. WIKDAIIL, and Z. ZADWORSKI,
Nukkconik. 4. 191 (1962).

"N. 1'. IIAUMANN. W. 1:. GRAVES. 1. J. IIENNIELLY, and
;. F. ONIALI.L. NitAlhnik.A. 4'() (1962).

12R. PERSSON. Exponential and Critical Experiments, 3.
289. International Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (1964).

"W. B. ROGERS, V. D. VANDEVELDE, and N. P. BAU-
MANN, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc.. 8,449 (1965).

"R. PERSSON. '"Onc-Group l'crturbation Theory Applicd to
Sulbstitution MIcasurcments with Void," AE-248, AB Atomcnergi,
Sweden (1966).

'.R. PERSSONNukleonik. 10, 163 (1967).

Second, the effect of distorted radial flux dis- -

tribution is treated with the help of iterative
correction. However, it is difficult to determine
a priori the dimensions of this artificially intro-
duced region, nor is the latter iterative correction
easy. Furthermore, because of close and essen-
tial relation between the spectrum transient and
distorted flux, it is doubtful if the resultant two
effects can be dealt with separately in the case-of
a large perturbation resulting from substitutions.

Since the second-order perturbation method
dispenses with the assumption that radial flux
distribution or neutron spectrum is unperturbed,
it is expected that the analysis based on this
method requires neither the iterative correction
nor the introduction of the intermediate region.
Thus, an attempt is made to apply the. second-
order perturbation method to the analysis. of
changes in critical conditions resulting from sub-
stitutions. For this analysis, we try to make
the formation of a simple linear equation that
connects buckling differences due to substitutions
with generalized statistical weights of substituted
regions. The present measurements have been
analyzed by means of the simple equation.

11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

^ The DCA critical assembly used in this ex-
periment has no reflector: It is heavy-water
moderated and is contained in an aluminum tank
(3.01-m l.d., 1.0-cm wall thickness)."' The mod-
erator level in the reactor tank is measured to
an accuracy of 0.01 cm with a level meter in a
communicating tube. As shown in Fig. 1, a 28-
fuel-rod cluster is separated from the DzO mod-
erator by an aluminum pressure tube, an air gap,
and' an aluminum 'calandria tube. Fuel rods lie
with their centers on three concentric circles.
Fuel clusters are arranged in a square lattice at a
22.5- or 25.0-cm pitch. The lattice pitch can be
altered by changing both upper and lower grid
plates.

Pressure tubes are filled with H20, air, or
proper mixtures of .H2O and D2O. To simulate
coolant void, these mixtures are fixed . so thiat
their slowing down powers arc equal to those of
voided coolant having 30 or 70'% void fractions. A
spn all amount ot boric. acia is aaaea to the mix-
tures, as showni in Table I, for adjusting nbsoRp-
lion in tile thelrm tl culsny rcuu. Severnt cross
sections of simulated coolants are compared with
those of actually voided coolants in Table'I. The

'AK. IIJIMA. N. AlIl \RA. T. IIIRAYAMA. T. YONEDA.
N. FUKUMURA. and Y. MIYAWAKl. 'IlandIook of l)euteritinm
Critical Assembly." SN 941 74-22. I'NC, University of Tokyo.
Japan (1974) (in Japanese).
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the fuel assembly.

comparison shows that neutron cross -sections,
except transport cross sections, are': In :good
agreement between mixtures and actually voided
coolants.

Lattices fueled with 1.2 wt% enriched uranium
oxide were used for reference. To obtain cffcc-
tive axial exlraipolatioii distm:tiices and core rtdii,
flux profile measurements using copper activation

.were taken in each one-region reference load-
i. When activating copper, wires; liquid coolant
levels -in pressure tubes were set as close as to
that of the D20 moderator.

The axial flux distributions measured 'at the
center of a fuel cluster and'a corner of a unit cell
were least-squares fitted to a cosine function to
evaluate effective core heights. The least-squares
fitting was undertaken 'by successively dropping
data near the core boundaries until fixed .values
of the effective core height were obtained. The

TABLE I

Composition or Coolants Simulating Void

Simulated Content (wt%) Density
Void at 22C

Fraction I() 101 1)[hO Air (glcni')

.0} 1120.0({1 -- _ -.- e _ __ 0.')'I7X
3t) (i3.17 36.82' 0.00921 1.034x
70 18.07 81.91 0.02150 1.0840

100 - __ _ 100.00 0.0012

fixed values so determined showed no meaningful
dependence on the transversal location in the unit
cell. Effective axial extrapolation distances, in-
cluding the' reflector savings due to 'the upper
and lower structures of the reactor, were deter-
mined from these fixed values:as 13.6 ± 1.0 and
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TABLE 11

Comparison of Neutron Cross Sections Between Simulated and Actually Voided Coolants

*Rtio! of Cross Sections

Theimal Region Epithermal Region

Simulated Void Slowing Down
Fraction (%) Absorption Scattering Transport Power Transport

30 1.0000 1.0080 1.0Z03 0.9998 1.1634

70 0.9998 1.0042 1.1103 0.9994 1.8896

a *rl.e = cross section or simulated coolant
nags _.

cross section of actually voided coolant

11.3 ± 0.8 cm for 22.5- and 25.0-cm pitch lattices,
respectively. They showed no dependence on
coolant void fraction beyond the experimental
error. The radial flux distribution measured at
the centers of the fuel clusters was least-squares
fitted to the JO function to evaluate the effective
core radius. The effective core radius obtained
was also independent of coolant void fraction.

Before conversion of critical D20 heights to
axial bucklings, two corrections -were made for.
the critical D20 heights. The first correction
accounts for the presence in the core of per-
forated. aluminum guide tubes for safety rods.
(The safety rods themselves were exdracted com-
pletely at the time of measurement.)

Reactivity worth of these guide tubes was
measured in the fully voided lattice of 22.5-cm
pitch. An increase in. critical D20 height equiva-
lent to this reactivity was also obtained using
experimental reactivity coefficients of D20 height,
and then it was subtracted from the actual D20

critical height. Possible change in the worth of
the guide tubes with coolant void fraction or
lattice pitch was ignored in this correction, be-
cause it was found that the worth differed only
within its measurement error of -20%. On the
other hand, dependence of the worth of the guide
tubes on their location was taken into account,
using statistical weights at the inserted positions.
The resultant magnitude of the correction for the
presence of the guide tubes was 1% of the full
critical D2 0 height.

The second correction accounts for the. zero
drift of the servo-mechanism utilized in the level
meter.' This correction shifted the critical D.40
height by 0.5% or less, yielding an additional
measurement error of 0.05% in the height.

The experimental error in the resultant mate-
rial bucklings of the. reference lattices was esti-
mated to be ±1.0%, taking *0.8% for systematic
error and ±0.6% at most for statistical error
(depending on the number of measurements). The

TABLE III

Material Bucklings of Reference Lattices
F... -

i'~

Latti:e Pitch Effective Core Simulated Void Buckling
(cm) Radius (cm) Fraction (%) (m ')

.i 2. 0 10.62 0.09

22.5 154.9 t 1I 30 10.45 0.1070 9.80 I 0. I
100 8.73 i 0.0

0 9.85 i 0.10
2S0 149.4 t 1.7 30 10.21 ± .10

. . . 70 10.28 i 0. I
100 9.90 ± 0.

obtained material bucklings of reference lattices
are shown in Table III, together with the effective
core radii. Bucklings were also normalized to an
experimental condition of 22°C and of 99.45 D2 O
mol%, using the rode METHUSELAH II (Ref. 17).
This normalization made the values of the actually
measured bucklings change by 1% or less.

In substitution measurements, the Central part
of the one-region reference loading was progres-
sively replaced by test clusters of natural. 1.5 wt%
enriched uranium or plutonium-uranium mixed-
oxide fuel, and the resultant critical D2 0 heights
were measured as a function of the number of
substituted fuel clusters. The composition oT tfe

fuel clusters investigated is. given in Table IV.
The various test regions that were used com-
prised 1, 4, -, 9, 9J, 21, and 25 fuel clusters.
Test clusters were arranged around the core
axis with fourfold rotation symmetry, as seen in
Fig. 2. In the case of the four clusters substitu-
tion, the central cluster was again replaced by one
reference fuel cluster to keep the fourfold rotation
symmetry.

17A. ALPIAR, "ME.HUSELAU 1, A Universal Assessment
Programme for Liquid Moderated Reactor Cells. Using IBM 7090
or STRLTCHI Computor," AEEW-R135, U.K. Atomic Energy
Authority, Winfrith (1963).
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Fig. 2. Loading patterns of test fuel clusters whose positions
are represented by numbered circles. Test fuel clusters are placed
at circles numbered from I to N, in the test region composed of
N clusters. (The test ruel clusters are placed at circles marked 5,
in the test region composed of four clusters.) : ;
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Using the same method in the case of the
reference lattices, the correction to the condition I

of no guide tubes was made for critical D20
heights with test'fuel clusters present. Consider
that the magnitude of this correction might be
affected by the change in critical D20 height due to
substitution. However, the, correction actually
obtained was small. It was at most 2% even 'for
the largest substitution of 25 clusters of the
lowest enrichment fuel. In this correction, pos-
sible but small -changes, in the worth of the guide
tubes themselves, due to the change in their im-
portance in the substituted core, was neglected.
The zero drift of the level meter was corrected
in a manner similar to the case of one-region
reference loading.

Substitution measurenlents on lattices with liq-
uid coolants sometimmes had to be perfornied under
the presence of difference in levels between cool-
ant and moderator for the- saie o the structural
difficulty. In most cases, coolant level was lower
than-moderator level. In the lattices of 22.5-cm.
pitch with light water coolant, exceptionally, the
level was higher than moderator level.

Change in criticn aditibn due to the above
dilference was invest means of thef
order one-groun perturbation meth ' The mod-
el adopted is a core of one-region reference-
loading suffering from axial perturbation caused
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by a thin layer on it. The layer contains either
moderator or coolant. This leads to

(DIBs, - DOB.O) IV+ (Do - D,)B,2,U (
Do+(DI-Do)U (1)

where

6BX = change in critical axial buckling

B.20 and B." = respective critical axial buck-
lings of the one-region reference
lattice and of the upper thin layer

Do and DI = respective diffusion coefficients
of the reference lattice and the
upper thin layer.

Values of W and U denote statistical weights and
are calculated by

W= (2/H)fg" sin2 BZZdZ (2)

and

U = (2/H) | cos2 BsZdZ , (3)

where

At = effective height of the perturbed core;

LI= axial buckling corresponding to If

h = thickness of the upper thin layer.

When h is sufficiently smaller than M. the quan-
tities of 11? and U can be approximated as li > 0
and U z 2(1h/il). Therefore, in this case, Eq. (1)
is approximated to

Afro1 (DIDo - 1)hz (4)

where all is the change in the critical D20 height
due to the difference between coolant and mod-
erator levels, This relation was experimentally
determined for each one-region reference loading
and applied to the critical D20 heights in the
substituted cores for the correction of the differ-
ence in levels. Here, the change in the value of
D,/Do by substitution was ignored, since the code
METHUSELAH II (1c'f. 17) predicted that the dif-
fusion coefficie nt of thermal neutrons differs
by 1 %, at most, .between the tcst and refCreuce
lattices used in the present experiment.

When a large difference is present betweenthe
two levels, the right side of Eq. (4) should be
expanded to the scconid-order term of It to esti-
mate the AZl correctly. By inclusion of this
second-order term, the correction for the differ-
ence between the levels can be made with an
accuracy of 5%, even if it is ignored that the value
of aIl is dependent, to some extent, on the critical
D20 height. Since the value of this correction,

AI, is not so- large (at most 3% of total .D20
height), additional experimental error due to this
correction is <0.15% of the-resultant D20 critical
height. :

The resultant buckling difference, 6B2, due to
each substitution was obtained by converting the
corrected, D20 height into axial buckling with the
use of the constant effective axial extrapolation
distance obtained for each lattice pitch. As men-
tioned . above, dependence of this extrapolation
distance on coolant void fraction wlvs found to be
negligibly small. Further dependence 'on fuel
composition was also examined by making axial
flux distribution measurements in the largely
substituted core-37 clusters substitution-by 0.54
wt% enriched PuO2-U0 2 fuel, 22.5-cm pitch, and
100% void fraction. This resulted in no meaning-
ful difference in the axial extrapolation distances
between the substituted region and the reference
one.

The critical D20 heights changed appreciably in
the course of the experiment due to the degrada-
tion of heavy-water Concentration' in the coolant
mixture because it was in contact with the air.
The effect of this degradation to be corrected was
estimated at -0.1% of the critical D20 height
when it elapsed more than one week at maximum
between the measurement on the one-region ref-
erence loading and on the last substitution.

Since the temperature of the moderator was
not controlled, the temperature change within
*10C was observed during the series of substi-
tution measurements. Uncertainty in buckling
differences due to this temperature change was
estimated at-0.01 m 2 or less.

The resultant experimental error in the pres-
ent buckling difference, 6BX, was estimated as
from 4 (for the largest substitution number) to 8%
(for the smallest number), which led to the ex-
perimental error of 3% in material buckling
difference.

Ill. PRlINCIPLE OF DATA ANALYSIS

If neutron.flux in a bare and uniform cylin-
drical core is at stcady state and its axial distri-
bution is postulatled as proportionnl to cxp(ift, X),
the few-group diffusion equation based on the
homogeneous cell model gives

nI?(r) = L+4(r), (5)

where b(r) is the transversal neutron flux. The
gg' element of the matrix operator, L, is defined
as

L = [A - (Zg + i )/Dt]6,, + (zg ' + XzJE19)/D ,

gg' = 1,2! .. . , A , (6)
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where f aP R mad

2 (r) =

A = Laplacian operator defined in the trans-
versal plane - * . TheeigeriValue, B2, associated to fik(r) is

(1 1)

(12)D8 = diffusion coefficient in group g

Al = group number,

and where other symbols have their conventional
meanings.

If the core is sufficiently large, the assumption
of the separability on space and energy Is valid
except near boundaries. Therefore,-solutions to
Eq. (5) can be found that have the form

BrA = (Amn/R )2 k = 0,1,2, . . .

With the help of Eqs. (10) and (12), substitution
of +(r) in Eq. (5) by Eq. (7) leads to an equation
that determines B. and a:

(B 2 + B2 ,)a = Ha.,. v - (13)

O(r) = a*(r) E . 'P (7)

\aM/;

Here, a is a vector of the neutron spectrum, and
P(r), which is a function of position only, obeys

A*(r) + B21p(r) = 0 . (8)
With the condition that the neutron flux is. finite
everywhere and single-valued inside the core, the
elgenfunctions of Eq. (8) are given by

J.(B,,r) sin(^z) ;

where H is the same operator as L, :with the
exception that it excludes the Laplacian operator,
a. Since. H is the (Al x Af) matrix, the number of
eigenvalues of H is Al. When a particulii eigen-
value of H is indicated by Bj, Eq. (13) yields

B22, =BB., . j = 0,1,. ... ,..- 1,

k - 0,1,2, . . . (14)

* The eigenfunctions, Ojk(r),'of Eq. (5) associated to
B j, are

4'1&(r) = a ,ik(r) , Jo= 0,1, . . . , Al -. 1

k = 0,1,2, . . . . (15)

where ai is the eigenvector associated to B.- The
j suffix starts from zero for the expression of
fundamental aj as ao. When the adjoint spectrum,
a7, is determined from the equation adjoint to
Eq.'(13), tle fluxes adjoint to bfk(r) are given by

O* (r) = aP&(r) , j ='0,1, . . . , - 1,

or ,.

J,,(B,r)cos(rn?) ,

where

r. = length of r

0 = azimuthal angle of r, ni zero or positive
integer

k = 0,1,2, . . .

When ai and at are normalized so that

- Z agal = 1 ,r I I~

(16)

J, = Bessel function of the first kind of order - the orthogonality of &j^(r) and 0%,k (r) is given by

An application of the boundary condition that the
flux goes to zero at the extended boundaries leads
to an equation determining B,:

J. = ' (9)

where R is the effective core radius. The eigen-
functions ip'(r) are thus

Fsin(nit')
hPA(r) = N.J.(A..r/1R)

: :Lcps(?n¢)]
k 0,1,2,...; (10)

where m.' indicates the n'th zero of JA,,. Here, to
each k a particular couple (nz,n) and a particular
selection of either sin(tno) or cos(mn) are asso-
ciated, according to the rule that the A.,, cor-
responding to each k increases with'-k. The
normalization factor, Nnn is chosen so that

*eB,k, ,41,)= (I a ltar) .fpv(r)1pk(r)dr = 6j~ 6 k, .

(17)

Integration over r in Eq. (17) is performed on the
whole core.

The largest eigenvalue, B.2r.4,among Blp in Eq.
(14) is given by the combifiation of tlhe values of
the largest Ili2 and the smallest B.2&, namely, i'
and X20, respectively. When BIN) is positive, it
is possible to control the core height so that it
equals ir/B,0O and then make the core critical. If
this is the case, 3Z00 is the axial critical buckling.
Since Br2O = (Aoo/R)2 , the SO,(r) associated to B2o is
given by NoJo(XAoor/R) and has the constant azi-
muthal part.

When a part of the one-region loading of the
reference lattice is substituted with a test lattice
to be investigated, Eq. (5) is transformed into
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(B2 + B~2)V'(r) = [ L + WV(r) - 681 "](r) > (18)

where

6Bz2 = small change in B2 due to the substitr-
tion

= perturbed flux

, 61= difference in L between the test and
reference lattices.

The term WV(r)* 6L in Eq. (18) represents the
.,perturbation due to the substitution. Here, W(r) is

defined as

( 1 in the substituted region
*W(r) =

0 in the nonsubstltuted region (19)

The perturbation discussed here is restricted
to the case 'where the following can be postulated:

1. The difference in diffusion coefficients be-
tween the test and reference lattices is
negligible.

2. The perturbation is uniform along the core
axis.

An application' of the iterative perturbation
technique1 s to Eq. (18) can give the perturbed flux,
W(r), associated with the largest eigenvalue and

* 6B2. Expansion of '(r) by 4jk(r) yields

(OkIPI00)
'(r) = Ooo(r) + 4. o BtA(r)

A- BB , + - B2

; ac MN-1 (jkIPIOO) 4 (r)
.- . j. + 3Z 6B2 + B20, - B 2 j3 1

A-a f-i Xz o k
(24)

In Eq. (24), (jklPllm) stands for the inner product
of b*A(r) and P01.(r). With the use of Eqs. (15)
and (16), (jkiPIlm) can be rewritten as

(jkIP1lm) (j16 IVA,, .,.~

where

(25)

(26)(ji6LI1) = MJ aM zLt,5 at
£-L L'-i

and

WA,,, = f p4(r) W(r)4,.,(r)dr . (27)

Since in the case of k = m, Wj,,, corresponds to
the statistical weight defined by Glasstone and
Edlund, t '. WVA,,, is hereafter called "generalized
statistical weight." Inttegration over r In Eq. (27)
is performed on the whole core.

With the help of Eqs. (15), (16), and (25), the
perturbed flux, 4'(r), given by Eq. (24) can be
rearranged as

V(r) = aol/o(r) + (016L1O)ao !J T4 M

+; [ B iBZ B2  W A4'Ar) * (28)
k-oL i.1 6B + Bzoo0 - t'X/i "

i

4'(r) = 4o(r) +-' EjA4jA(r),

The prime of symbol,

Z: ,
j.k

(coo = 1) . (20)

denotes the elimination of boo(r) from the summa-
*tlon. Inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18), operating
4,k(r) from the left side, and making the inner
product gives the equation determining eik:

(6B, + B -o0 - BAl)Ept = ($b k, PV') (21)

The operator P stands for IW(r) -6L. The use of
Ejk determined from Eq. (21) yields

"(r) = $OO(Y) 3 6 + 2' lo o - i jA(r) . (22)

When j = k = 0, Eq. (21) gives

6B,2 (v1e, p.th) . (23)

Iterative use of Eq. (22) can give the perturbed
flux to any order of approximation.
. Approximation of 4"(r) by $oo(r) in the right
side of Eq. (22) yields

The second term on the right side of Eq. (28)
describes distortion in radial flux shape caused
by insertion of the test lattice by the sum of the
higher mode of %'A(r) with its amplitude given by
IVW/(6B2 + Bz20o - BZoA). In this term, it is con-
ditioned that the fundamental mode of energy
spectrum, ao, does not change by the insertion.
Further (fine) distortion ascribable to the change
in energy spectrum is expressed, in the third
term of Eq. (28), by the combination of each ip(r)
with the higher mode of ai.

If the substitution is made up to the full core,
the distortion expressed by the higher mode of
lj(r) should vanish, and the spectrum inherent to
the new lattice is formed. This situation is also
expressed by Eq. (28) because in the fully sub-
stituted core, WoA, is unity or zero accordingly, as
k = 0 or not because of the orthogonality of 44(r).
Thus, in the case of the fully substituted core, the
equation is reduced to

8p. M. MORSE and H. FESIUBACII' Methods of 77tcorctiral
Physics. Part 2, p. 1001, McGraw-Hill Book Company. New
York (1953).

19S. GLASSTONE and M. C. EDLUND. 77te Elmetents of
NurIcar Reactor Theory. D. Van Nostrand Company, New York
(1952).
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v(r)= [ao + Z 6B2+(g2 ), 0 J o. (29)

Substitution of v'(r) in Eq: (23). with Eq. (28)
gives the expression for 6B2 approximated to the
second order. This leads to

6B2 = (016LIO)W00 + (016L12)2  
B+B.2W B20A

A-i 6B B, -Bo

+- c- o 2  (oI6L0) Uj1OL1O)
+ kWA 6xB + B2 - B2EhA (30)i-X Aoo U~ ZOOD

As in Eq. (28), the effect of substitution on the
axial critical buckling is also expressed in Eq.
(30),in terms of the flux shape distoition and the
spectrum change.

By using Eq. (14), the double sum in Eq. (30)
can be rewritten as

i ..2 (016L}01(I6LI0)

When k is a small number, the value of W2o' is not
as small as that of WOO. However, the value of

) : |62 + B2^ B20(6B\ BO- B.c)

is very small for two reasons:

1. The B. usually has a large negative value
for j other than zero.

2. The B;2A remains in small value with the
small number of k provided that the core
radius is large enough.

As a result, the second term in the brackets can
*be ignored. As k becomes a large-number,

(6B~ B~, - ,%
- 12> . ( Bo-B2 )

cannot be neglected due to the considerably large
value of B,2,. The other factor, WO,2 however, is
small enough close to zero in the case of the
larger k number. Therefore, the second term in
the brackets of Eq. (34) can be omitted without
any meaningful effect on the accuracy of 6B2 in
Eq. (30).

Finally, Eq. (30) can be- rewritten as

Z- Z .; Wi ., a, .2 __ . ,
Al o 2 + z20'3 B2.

. . .

= 2 b (01L) ( jibLI0)

co co (6BB2 + Brk - B2,Wko
x l W4 20k O 2 + ZC-B2 +30-BX [p eA -c B?+B, -Brc+BO2-B

; (31)

To further rewrite the right side of Eq. (31), the
following relation is utilized. Since the eigen-
functions 4'A(r) form a complete-orthogonal set, it
Is possible to expand W(r);P(r) in a series of
4'&(r). Thus,

63B , a0WOO + (3 Gi 6B _ + B __

with

(Olb~"-) +O 162 (lL U) U 6 LI 0)a = (061, + BEB
i-i B I

(35)

(36)

co
w(r)XO(r) =2; WVoklp(r)

A-f
(32)

* Both sides of Eq. (32) are multiplied by them-
selves and integrated over r on the whole core;
then it is obtained that

and

13 =(olO)2 . (37)

Equation (35) can be reduced to a simple formula
with a convenient form for data analysis, as

Y=a+1X , (38)

WOA = 2Vok , .(33) with

because the cross terms vanish through inte-
gration due to the orthogonality of %A(r), and,
furthermore, IV2(r) equals W(r). and

Thewn. En. 1311 cin be written ns

.0

X = W 3 Z;' 0j/(6BB + -_ B1o)
k-1

(39)

Al-I 2 (OILIi)(jlbLO).
, Z I t Vo 2 6k 1 2 .+ B.201  - B. 2.

- IV 0  i (01L6j)(M6L00)
- t B.- Bi

1 - ~~zl*o (4())

The X. vanishes in a fully substituted core. The a
gives the difference in material buckling of the
two lattices. As shown by the definition of 1 given
in Eq. (37), the linear equation given by Eq. (38)
always has a positive or zero slope.

. (34).
IV. DATA AN.tLYSIS AND RESULTS

In Sec. III, both reference and test lattices
were regarded in the formulation as consisting
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of homogeneous cells. However, when the te:rt
clusters are arranged around the core axis with
the fourfold rotation symmetry in the substituted
core, IV(r), defined by Eq. (19), also has the
property of the fourfold rotation symmetry. Since
t,1(r) has the constant azimuthal part, lVok van-
ishes unless the azimuthal part of 'ah(r) is equal to
cos(4po) (p= 0,1,2, . . .). Thus,. I/A(r), which are
subject to this condition, are selected from the set
of solutions given by Eq. (10). This selection
yields

*k(r)= fe[J 4+*(A 4p q)] .lp(Atp.r/I)cos(4p9)

k = 0,1,2, . . . , (41)

where p and q are zero or positive integers and
where a particular pair of (p,q) is associated to
each k.. Here, (p,q) is rearranged with increasing
k so that the. value of A9,1, increases with k. The
factor ep[1WJ4p+(A 4p.y)J' is obtained from the
normalization condition given by Eq. (11), where

cp is unity or VT depending on whether or not
p - 0. Equation (41) yields

IV~O= ep[iR 2Ji( Xoo)J4 p+I( A4p.f)]'

x f d9 rdr.Jo(Xoor/R)

x WV(r)cos(4p 9)J4p( X4psqr/R) (42)

and

*2h = 1R)z . v(43)

To obtain 11V0 , Eq. (42) was numerically integrated
by the Simpson method, dividing a unit cell with
100 meshes.

The infinite sum over k in Eq. (39) was-approx-
imated by the finite sum; then, -a-value of X was
calculated from lUVo and Br& given by Eqs. (42) and
(43). With the use of X and Y defined by Eqs. (39)
and (40), plots of the typical experimental results
of buckling differences are shown in Figs. 3 and 4
together with the best-fit lines to Eq. (38). As
predicted in Sec. III, it was realized that 1' is.
in linear relation with X and that the slope is
positive. The values of a and ji were obtained by
the least-squares method, using a weight either
dependent or independent of each experimental
error. However, no meaningful difference was
found in the values of a and 13.

I
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:ig. 3. Results of critical su'stittilion 1iesasuremiicnis. I hee
figures next to the points represent the number of ruel clusters
in the test region. Lattice pitch = 22.5 cm.
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Fijg 4. tcsilits of critical substitutiion nieasiurcicnnts. tIlhe
figures next to the points represent the number or ruel clusters
in the test region. Lattice pitch = 25.0 cm.
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To find out how the evaluation of a a
depends on the number of terms used in the
culation of X, a and i were evaluated as func
of the number after which the, summation
broken off over k. As seen in Fig. 5, suffi
convergence of a and i is obtained by terms
Since the summation was made up to the 64th
in the present analysis, the error resulted in
<0.02%.

To obtain material bucklings of test latt:
those of reference 'lattices are added to
resultant values of a, after being corrected t,
measurement condition of the test lattice;
actual correction was at most 1%. The ret
are given in Tables V and VI, together with
experimental condition of temperature and of
moderator purity. The material bucklings 01
test lattices were also normalized to the cond
of 221C and 99.45 D20 mol% by means of I
perature and purity coefficients calculated b!
code METHUSELAH II (Ref. 17). The large
ference between measured and normalized v2
occurs in the case of the natural uranium la
of 22.5-cm pitch and 0% void fraction. The
ference in this case is ascribed to the f:

large value of the purity coefficient calculated at
0.7 m 2/D20 mol%.

: .. :V; DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

>30. The linear function with positive slope gave
term good descriptions of the behavior of the data. In a
X Is few cases where the slope is close to zero, how-

ever, the evaluation gives a negative value of p3,
ices, as shown in Table V. It seems that these negative
p the slopes 'originate from dispersion-tf measured
D the data, because they are as small as the uncertainty

the in,.
sults.- The linear relation obtained -by the present
each., second-order perturbation method shofld also
D20 be examined in constancy of Its intercept and

t the linearity to the magnitude of perturbation. Thus,
ition a and j3 were evaluated as a function of the
tem- maximum number of substituted test clusters.
y the Table VII shows that a is practically insensitive to
dif- the choice of the maximum number but that ( is

tlues somewhat sensitive' to it. The sensitivity of 6
ttice depends on the magnitude of a, the difference
dif- in material bucklings between two lattices; for

airly smaller a, the change in (3 is small enough re-
maining in the fitting error. For a larger a value,

. however, ( changes to some extent, accompanying
the 'larger fitting error that increases with the
maximum number.

This suggests .that the linearity of the present
method should be scrutinized in connection with

' the perturbation effect of the third order or more.
The third-order term, F (Ref. 18), which is to be
added to the right side of Eq. (30), is given by

F 2 j ' (016LI)) (j26Lll) ( 2 2LIO)H'oATI'OmWvj.
-j *, ' (6B2 + B200 - B ,k)(6B2 + B200 - B2im)

. xi ZI

.i1 -f----
E.-

(44)

' Here, the prime in symbols

Number of terms

-80o

Z' and- '

60 dente I.m
denotes elimination of cases where j k = 0 or
l = m = 0. Equation (44) can be approximated as
(see the Appendix)

~ !O 16 L 16 (kL 1) (A 6 L 10)1* * A rI-l ez1s (O f-I (i) 'Llj) (lit'}LIOfl'.

+2 [XI6L.o r. l. 2- J- ^', 1 1

E
-100

- -f, - 4 -f. ',.

-1201
0

I I I I

30 40 50 6010 20
i.. _ A

6 B0+ It,2+( 16 10) 3
x ;j ,8 ( + 2B ' -BB) + (+ B16

X a, | (6Bz2 + B 2* - B 2o)(6BZ2 + B 2, - B 2)
- rjumuer of Terms

Fig. 5. Typical variation of a and P with number of terms;
Test fuel = natural uranium, lattice pitch = 22.5 cm, void frac-
tion = 07o. (45)



- - TABLE V
Evaluated Parameters and Material Bucklings of Test Lattices of 22.5-cm Pitch

Simulated V'oid Purity of Material Buckling Normalized Material
Fraction Heavy Water oftTest Lattkfc Buckling of Test

Test Fuel (%) (mol%) Temperature (C) (m') (m') j '4 (mr3) Lattice" (m)

0 99.77, 22.5 t 0.4 -10.21 t 0.09. 53.29 t 2.09 0.47 . 0.13 0/,'27 O.'5
NU 30 99.45 25.4 t 0.6 -8.94 + 0.08 40.14 _ 1.76 1.48 ' 0.13 . 1.50

70 99.45 21.1 + 0.3 -7.66 ± 0.07 32.40 ± 1.53 2.13 _'0.14 _; 2r 2.12
.100 99.77 20.5 + 0.3 -5.82 ± 0.04 20.35 _ 0.93 2.82 + 0.09 Y. /, 2.79

0 99.77 23.4 t 0.3 4.70 + 0.04 26.16 ± 1.31 15.37±+ 0.10 ... '.. 15.37
1.5 EU 30 99.45 24.5 t 1.2 4.81 + 0.10 6.73 ' 3.43 15.24 t 0.14 :- 15.2670 99.45 21.7 t 0.4 3.81 t 0.01 4.45 + 0.36 13.61 t 0.10 I. :O 13.61

100 99.77 20.7 ± 0.4 2.46 ± 0.04 9.35 t 1.45 1 1.10 I 0.09 , ? 11.24
0 99.45 22.6 _ 1.3 4.27 ± 0.12 12.55 t3.75 14.89 ± 0.15 :?. ji 14.89

0.54 (S) 30 99.45 2S.7 t 1.0 3.61 + 0.06 6.22 t 1.92 14.03 + 0.12 ,' . 14.05
PuO2 -UO2  70 99.45 25.1 ± 0.7 2.90 ± 0.04 -2.24 t 1.19 12.67 i 0.11 :: ' 12.69

100 99.45 19.1 ± 0.8 1.16 I 0.03 9.02 +0.96 10.52 ± 0.09 ,/I 10.49
0.87 (S) 0 99.45 18.8 ± 0.7 ' 9.14 I 0.07 89.57 ' 2.64 J9.78 + 0.11 ,It 19.76
PuO2.UJO 100 99.45 16.6 ± 0.9 4.77 ± 0.05 8.36 I 1.57 13.56 ± 0.09 "1 13.51
0.87 (R) 0 99.45 23.0 ± 0.5 4.78 ± 0.08 17A4 i 2.72 15.39 + 0.12 . 'o 15.39
PuO2-UO2  100 99.45 19.7 + 0.5 2.10 + 0.03 0.00 ± 1.00 10.85 ± 0.09 ' ' 10.83

aValues normalized to-the condition of 22C and 99.45 D20 mol%. .

TABLE VI /;.r ,' I

Evaluated Parameters and Material Bucklings of Test Lattices of 25.0-cm Pitch ; .

Simulated V'oid Purity of Material Buckling Normalized Material
Fraction Heavy Water a . of Test Lattice Buckling of Test

Test Fuel (%) (mole) Temperature ('C) (mWI) (m .4) rtx (m'2) Lattice a (m'2)

0 99.45 18.1 t 0.6 -9.19 ± 0.08 54.37 ' 2.00 0.69 i 0.13 -' 0.68
30 99.45 20.9 t 0.3 -7.86 ± 0.09 -33.91 ± 2.27 2.36 ± 0.13 -'; -3 2.36

NU 70 99.45 20.1 ±0.3 -6.38±0.10 15.37 t2.50 3.92 ±0.14 ,.S? 3.91
100 99.45 20.0 ± 0.3 -5.43 i 0.07 13.24 ± 2.02. 4.49 ± 0.11 /40 4.47

0 99.45 18.9 t 0.9 3.29 ' 0.12 43.25 ± 4.28 13.i6 ± 0.16 ,: J 13.14
30 99.45 20.1 ± 0.3 4.16 ± 0.04 4.47 t 1.45 14.39 + 0.11 i t3 14.371.5 EU 70 99.45 20.2 ± 0.3 3.61 0.03 0.46 ± 1.15 %1 3.91 t 0.10 I' O 13.89

100 99.45. 19.7 ± 0.5 2.59 + 0.01 5.28 t 0.48 12.51 ± 0.09 ' C 2. 12.48
0.54 (S) 0 99.45 25.0 t 0.3 3.20 ± 0.07 21.18 _ 2.43 13.03 ± 0.12 ,:'y 13.04
PuO2-U02  100 99.45 24.4 ± 0.9 1.93 ± 0.04 7.66 _ 1.45 11.80 ± 0.10 .2 11.82
0.87 (S) 0 99.45 20.9_0.8 7.65 ±0.14 77.46± 5.62 14.51 ±0.17 /H-f 17.51
PuQ2-UO2  100 99.45 22.7 ± 0.5 4.76 ± 0.03 14.94 ± 1.18 14.65 ± 0.09 .cJ)6 14.66

"Values normalized to the condition of 22'C and 99.45 D,0 mol%.
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TABLE Vil

Variation of a and f with Maximum Number'orTest Fuel Clusters in Test Region-

(Test Fuel s natural uranium, lattice pitch = 22.5 cm)

Void Fraction

Maximum Number - 0% 100%0
Of Test -WO of

Fuel Clusters Test Region a (m 2) 1 (m4) Cr (md) ( (m4)

9 0.204682 * ;-10.35 ± 0.01 59.23 ± 0.33 -5.86 ± 0.04 v 22.23 ± 1.16
13 0.281479 --10.32 ± 0.04 57.75 ± 1.07 . -5.84 ± 0.03 21.56 ± 0.87
21 0.425378 -10.25 ± 0.08 54.98 t 1.88 -5.83 ± 0.03 20.91 ± 0.80
25 - 0.484135 -10.21 i 0.09 53.29 ± 2.09 -5.82 ± 0.04 20.35 ± 0.93

As far as the first two terms are concerned, the It is desirable that an amount of fissile mate-
third-order perturbation effect has already been rial needed in substitution measurements be as
Implicitly contained in the expression for 6B2 small as possible. Thus, it is very interesting to
given by Eq. (35), since these terms are propor- determine to what extent the test region can be
tionate to the two terms of Eq. (35), respectively. reduced. Figures 3 and 4 give a guide to reduc-
Therefore, the first two terms cannot be any tion of the test region. The figures show that the
obstacle to the linearity in question. On the other value of X, defined -by Eq. (39), increases at first
hand, the' third term of Eq: (45) cannot be included with expansioin of the' test region and then de-
in any term of Eq. (35). Consequently, it is pos- creases after it attains maximum. Since X is
sible for the' third term to cause the break in thought to be a kind of parameter designating how
.linearity. * . ' radial flux shape deviates from a fundamental

As the substituted area increases, the values mode, the above-mentioned'behavior of X corre-
of Wok, Wo,,, and hiVA in Eq. (45) increase. The sponds to the fact that the radial flux shape
denominator of the third term, however, -also deviates at first from the .JO function as the test
increases due to the increase in 6BD if its value 'is region expands and finally returns to the original
positive, thus preventing the value of 'the third form of it. If the presence of the third term
term in Eq. (45)'from increasing.' Where 6BX is of Eq. (45) is negligible, a linear relation is
negative, the denominator should accelerate,- to' evidently established between X and Y, which
some extent, the'increase of the third term with indicates that plots of .measured 6BM2WVOO should
the increase in the substituted area. The absolute retrace the same straight line. Consequently, the
value of this third term also depends on the other material buckling of the test lattice can be deter-
factor, (016L10)3, which increases' with' the value mined only through a one-way range of progres-
of a, as shown by Eq. (36). These tendencies, sive substitution: from zero to the maximum point
originating from the thir~d-order perturbto 0 f tandbX
fect, well explain the characteristics. of p (see. As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, X' attains the maxi-
Table VII) that the fitting error in P increases mum point by substituting -10% of the whole core
with the maximum number of substituted clusters in most *cases. Even for other cases where
only when the value of a is large with a negative buckling, differences are, negative, the necessary
sign. j. test region does not exceed 20%. In such cases,

Therefore, where a is large with a negative as discussed before, the test region, comprising
sign, the substitution of test clusters should be . >9 test clusters, does not contribute to the im-
limited within the suitable maximum number such provement of experimental accuracy in a. There-
as 9, to retain a small 'enough effect in the third fore, it is concluded that by using 10% of the whole
term of Eq. '(45). In such cases, improvemenit in; core for substitution, it is possible to determine
statistical'accuracy should be'attaitied by' incre'as- the dit(frence in miteria I bucklings between two
ing the number of substitution patterns,,instead of lattices in cases of such slightly enriched fuel
increasing substituted clusters. . clusters.

For the. a with a positive sign, approximate In the present second-order analysis, the iter-
values of the third term of 'Eq. (45) was numer- ative perturbation method was adopted. That is,
ically estimated for the present experimental, denominators of Eq.. (35) contain 6IB. To as-
lattices. The value obtained was confirmed to be certain the effectiveness of the iterative perturba-
less than the experimental error in 6B,,2'of each 'tion method, measured values of 5B.2/1 00 were
substitution. also plotted in Fig. 6 against
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Also, according to the prediction by the code
METHUSELAH II (Ref. 17), neutron diffusion in
the present lattices is anisotropic up to 5 or 6%.
The-effect' of the anisotropy can easily be treated
on the assumption that the ratio of radial-to-axial
diffusion coefficients is independent of neutron
energy. This assumption leads to the expression
that B j& = B. - (1 + i7)B~k instead of B2fA given by
Eq. (14), where the quantity 7 accounts for the
anisotropy. Use of the relation Bj = B. - (1 + 77)B,2
modifies Eq. (35) into

10
0%

R I I I I
1 1 1 1

g . ._ _

1 2 3 4
'W £ 2 2 2X'-w-, Z W IS / (8,k -BrO ). (XIO'2 (MI)]

0e

6B= awoo + 3(1 - 71) 23 W2A/(6B2 + BA- BrI
A-i

(46)

1

N.. 0M o~

101

1 2 3 4

X. Wc,; 'E W.,. * 813' - e, -_1 ) IXI0'2 W')f

* . Fig. 6. Effect of 6B in Eq. (35). The upper figure shows
that there exists no linear relation between &BIToo and X.
Lattice pitch = 22.5 cm. void fraction = 0%.

co2

X' = tio- 2 wid(Bk -Br)
A-i

by omitting .B2 from the denominators of Eq. (39).
Figure 6 shows that there is now no linear rela-
tion between Xi and 6B2/ ',,( despite good lin-
earity seen between X and 6B,/1Voo. Therefore,
6B2 cannot be 'omitted from the denominators of
Eq. (39), unless I6B21 Is extremely small com-
pared to (32h - BR) (1? / 0). Thus,'the iterative
perturbation method is effective in the present
second-order analysis for the substitution mea-
surenicnts.

'rim code MKTl'ITSII.L.AII 11 (ltef. 17) predictt-d
I hat the diffusietl cocfficielit of the thermail neu-
tron differs by 1% or lesi between the test and
reference lattices. . The simple analysis based
onf irst-order perturbation theory'4 showed tIat
cvaluatcd differences in material buckling varied
by not more than 1%, although the' difference in
diffusion coefficients was included in the analysis.
Therefore, neglect of the difference in diffusion
coefficients does not contribute significantly to the
error in material' buckling differences given in
Tables V and VI.

Here, 7 16B, is neglected in the denominators
because it is small compared to (B2I. - Br) (k 1 0).
Equation (46) suggests that the effect of the anisot-
ropy has no influence on a evaluated by means of
Eq. (35), while j0 so evaluated contains the effect
of the anisotropy. Consequently, the f3 given in
Tables V and VI has ah uncertainty of 5 or 6% in
its meaning- defined by Eq. (37), since rq was not
determined as a separate quantity in the present
experiment.

The present study is summarized as follows.
Qn the assumptions that neutron diffusion is
isotropic and that there exists no'difference in
diffusion coefficients between the two lattices, the
second-order iterative perturbation method has
been applied to the analysis of changes in critical
condition due to substitutions. This application
led to a simple formula that connected measured
buckling differences with generalized statistical
weights of substituted regions. In the analysis
using this formula, it is, possible to take into
account the effect of distortion in radial neutron
flux distribution in the substituted core without
any iterative correction procedure that is usually
adopted in the first-order perturbation method.
Also, it is not necessary in the present analysis to
introduce any usual intermediate region for taking
into account, the effect of spectrum mismatch
between the two lattices.

l.es:; t han 10% of substilil ionl of tlho whole. sole
enliales us, witlh the uSO of the present furimilt, to
determine the material' buckling differences with
sufficient accuracy for the cases where both
positive and negntiVe buckling differences are
caused by substitutions.

The critical substitution measurements on 28-
fuel-rod clusters in heavy water were success-
fully analyzed by means of the formula, and the
material bucklings of lattices with this type of fuel
clusters could be determined over the wide range
of fuel composition.
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A-PPENDIX

With the help of Eq. (14), the third-order term, F, given by Eq. (44) can be rewritten as

1 * , -3 :: V.V. .- 2

F iu 2u (6BZ.+ B02 2 + B2 - BZ ) + 2(016L.10)

*- rn- m -I(6B + Bo)(B + B )

co co M--1 (0oIL17)(jI6Li1(l0iWLlO)VoVomk, &m
+ T3 'jj7 Z

A- omo ,-i 1 l(6B2 + Bz+ - B. jk)(iB.+BBo B+ ) *

To further rewrite the right side of Eq. (A.1), the following relations are utilized. Since ip,,,(r)
forms a complete orthogonal set, it ispossible to expand W(r)jq(r) and W(r)410(r) in a series of ipm(r).
Thus,

W(r)i^'k(r)= 2 Im(r) (A. 2)
two

and

w~)~)=2Wo.,m (r) *(A.3)
.,, * mWI-a

Multiplication of both sides of Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) by each other yields

co co
lp.(r)W2(r) (r) - 2 , WAmWom4'r.(r)Im, (r) (A.4)

Integration of Eq. (A.4) over r yields :-

co
Wok ~3WarnWAk.A5

because W2(r) equals W(r) and the terms where m i m' vanish due to the orthogonality of f(r).
The use of Eqs. (A.5) and (33) leads to

o0 0c 00

oh W0 (WomWs = 1V Woo *A.6)
-o rn-a ks0

The second term of the right side of Eq. (A.1) can be rearranged as

co.~F M-1 (OI6L1)(1161-O)lVoCWI1km Wvok
the second term =2(016LIO)p riL 26B + B20, - B~j 2 2B 2 -B (A.7)

With the use of Eqs. (14) and (A.5), the sum over nz and I in Eq. (A.7) can be rewritten as

(016.1)(116L. )tT'01V& _____________

* + BMao-lo l = - oa (OLIl)(11tl10) W +;1 ] (A.-)

with

fim = (6BZ2 + B,2, - B1o)/(Bo - BI) (I 0 0) . (A.9)

On the basis of the same argument made in Eq. (34), the second term in the brackets of Eq. (A.8) can be
omitted. Consequently, the second term of Eq. (A.1) is approximated to

the second term > [2(016LI0) 2 (0| BI)(LIO)].F 2 + (A.12)-I Bo - B6 . + B,2- Bra (A1
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With the use of Eqs. (14), (A.5), and (A.6), the third term of the right side of Eq. (A.1) can be
rearranged as

the third term = 2 N- (E S Ij)(i 2 Ll)(B2 LJO)-BVO)A mA [I fi;]tek-o,..o j- l..i0 (B- I )(B Bi [' - 1 .

M-l M-l

= IVoo Z Z
j-i 1.1

(o6LIj)(j6 LII)(t16L1O)
(Bo - Bf)(Bo - Be) E1

c r, tlVA fi1
Iwho \Voo}D I + fjs Mra 0Woo 1 + ft.

+ 2 (woklvorwsm)
who W-o woo (1 + fA)(l +f) (A.I1)

with

Ak (=B2 + B,2 - B )/(B2 - B2) (j *0) . (A.12);

In the same way as in Eq. (A.8), the second, third, and fourth terms in the brackets of Eq. (A.11) can!
be omitted. Thus, the third term of Eq. (A.1) is approximated to

'[M li' (01602 - I61_1(116_ 0)]
the third term Z L ; (B2- Woo -B J -0

i-i i-I i(B 2
(A. 13)

With the use of Eqs. (A.10) and (A.13), therefore, the third-order term can be finally approximated to.
I

F r~,g N- (016L11)(j16L11)(116 I lw +2(5L10)j W 5 (01601)(116LIO)]
F -Aj. . (Ba - B2)(B2 - B12) L ~ 1 _0 m, .B-B I

Xv ;+2 + (° L10) 2 2
6 '+Bj- B, 0 Ai (6B2 + B,2 - BI )(6B1 + 2 2 ~ 0

(A.14)
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